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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 

by Daniel Kim, 2001 

What’s happened?

What’s been happening? What do 

we perceive to be recuring trends?

How do our structures influence 

behavior? Frames & freedom?

What values & beliefs are  guiding us? 

What are our assumptions?

What do we want our future to be 

like? Who will be involved? 



VISION

What do you want to be 

happening?

How do you want learners to 

respond?

What do you want learners 

to be able to do?

What do you want to 

see/hear feel?



Empowered 

Learners
• Understand their role in 

achieving learning goals

• Use critical/creative thinking 

to solve difficult problems

Growth 

Mindset
• Motivated to 

succeed

• Grow from mistakes and 

struggle

• Ask questions to expand 

understanding

• Independently persevere through 

challenges

• Respect the learning 

environment and the people 
in it

Collaborative 

Relationships

• Communicated 

appropriately with 
others

• Listen to, understand, and 

support others



EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 

by Daniel Kim, 2001 

How do our structures influence 

behaviour? Frames & freedom?

What values & beliefs are  guiding us? 

What are our assumptions?

What do we want our future to be 

like? Who will be involved? 



MENTAL MODELS

What do you want the learners 

to believe/understand?

What do they 

believe/understand now?

How can you shift their 

thinking?

Do you need to shift your own 

thinking?



SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

Is the learning environment set 

up for success?

Does everyone have the tools 

they need?

Are there any systems or 

structures that are contrary to 

success?



Direction for today

Explore the mental models in the community

Analyze the impact of mental models on our 

goals

Develop a plan to maximize strategies to 

meet our goals



MENTAL MODELS

Information filters 

that cause selective

perception

Experience

Reflect

Form 

concepts

Filter 

perception



“One of the 

basic rules of the 

universe is that 

NOTH!NG IS PERFECT.

Without 
imperfection, 

neither you nor I 
would exist.”

A Brief History of Time, 
Stephen Hawking, 1988

Mistakes



ü PROVOKE us to explore alternatives

ü Cause us to INTENSIFY our concentration

ü Trigger CREATIVITY and problem-solving strategies

ü Provide us REFERENCE points

ü Teach us how to EXPERIMENT

ü Help us DEVELOP resilience, determination, and humility

ü Make us WISER

Mistakes can …



MENTAL MODELS 

ABOUT MISTAKES

What do you want the learners 

to believe/understand?

What do they 

believe/understand now?

How can you shift their 

thinking?

Do you need to shift your own 

thinking?



SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

Is the learning environment set up for 

students to make mistakes?

Do learners receive corrective feedback 

and do they have the time and

opportunity to make the corrections?

Are there any systems or structures that 

are contrary to mistake making?



READY
Plan for 3+ high-leverage actions 

FIRE
Try these ideas (trial AND error)

AIM
Reflect, revise, try again

We are 

not

infallible



Using Odd One Out to 

engage ALL students

Swan River

River Tay

Oslofjord



Choose 9 jobs / professions
Write each one on a slip of paper Rank them!

Starting / average salary

Training required

Footsteps taken

Percentage of women / young / minorities

Needed in a pandemic

Fame

Date created



Playful, SHARED LANGUAGE that can 

support conversations at home as well 

as in school

An ILLUSTRATION of the path often 

taken when learning (because we tend 

to get worse before we get better)

FOREWARNING of the journey that 

lies ahead to help plan, prepare & 

proceed strategically 

The 
Learning Pit is …

James Nottingham’s Learning Pit



What is… happening?

How do we know what… is 

happening?

Imagine if … it is the single 

character who’s talking?

“being mean”

Is being mean always… 

wrong? Never… right?

When would… being mean 

be ok?



Which ones 

are toys?

IS …

COULD BE …

WOULD 

NEVER BE …

a toy



IS …

COULD BE …

WOULD 

NEVER BE …

Is this a NUMBER?

1. Something to count 

with

2. A digit

3. A symbol to represent 

the value of something

4. Quantity

5. Words that help us 

understand 

mathematical 

concepts

6. Currency

7. A measurement

8. Patterns in nature

9. A code used to solve 

problems

10. The first symbols used 

by our ancestors

11. Something that can be 

used to count 

anything and 

everything

Is this a HERO?

1. A strong person

2. A determined person

3. A regular person who 

is better than others

4. A legendary character 

who faces larger than 

life challenges and 

triumphs

5. A male protagonist in 

a narrative

6. A literary device to 

describe the principal 

character in the story

7. Your favourite 

character

8. The best character

9. Someone you hope 

will win

10. A morally righteous 

character 

Is this a HOME?

1. A house

2. Somewhere my family 

lives

3. A place something 

belongs

4. The town I grew up in

5. The country I come 

from

6. A shell

7. A cage

8. A tree

9. A river

10. The sea

11. A shelf

12. A castle

13. A museum

14. A dog with fleas

15. A dog without fleas

16. A tent



What impact do you hope to have on the learners?

What changes in behaviors do you hope to see?
Which actions/strategies will you try?

What do you need before you give it a go?

What will you do first?  

When will you try these ideas?

How will you know if you are successful?

How will you reflect on changes you want to make?
How can you use colleagues to assist you?

FIRE
Try these ideas (trial AND error)

AIM
Reflect, revise, try again

READY
Plan for 3+ high-leverage actions 


